
English – Year 6 
Week 6

Setting Descriptions



Title and Content Layout with List

• Lesson 1: Comprehension and Descriptive paragraph ‘Escape 
to the Moon’. 

• Lesson 2: Comprehension

• Lesson 3: Setting Description Features and Atmosphere

• Lesson 4: Figurative Language

• Lesson 5: Writing a Setting Description 



Click on the photo of 
the police officers to 

view the stories 
online.

https://www.youtube.com/user/metpoliceservice


Lesson 1: Reading Comprehension

https://www.the
national.academy

/year-
6/english/setting

-description-
lesson-1-

reading-focus-
year-6-wk3-1

What can you hold in your right 
hand but never in your left hand? 

https://www.thenational.academy/year-6/english/setting-description-lesson-1-reading-focus-year-6-wk3-1


Lesson 1: Additional Task
In descriptive writing it is important to 
think about how you can provide the 
necessary details to the reader to help 
them see your setting in their mind.

Synonyms
Up level each word below and use it 
to write a descriptive paragraph 
about the image on this page. 

Unstable 
Below 
Tall
Far
Scared 
Circle
Bright  
Excited 

If you are having 
trouble starting 

you can use this to 
help you:

Escape to the Moon!
Lance stood beneath the 
towering ladder hazardously 
making its way towards the… 



Lesson 2: Reading Comprehension

https://www.the
national.academy

/year-
6/english/setting

-description-
lesson-2-

reading-focus-
year-6-wk3-2

What can travel all around the world 
while staying in one single corner

https://www.thenational.academy/year-6/english/setting-description-lesson-2-reading-focus-year-6-wk3-2


Lesson 2: Additional Task
I have written  description of this lighthouse scene. It is not my 
best work and I am struggling. Can you help me to make it 
better?
Rewrite the description below adding your own word choices 
and sentence structures to make it better.

I cowered inside; I could feel the waves hitting the side 
of the light house. The wind was strong, making the 
waves grow bigger. Each wave hit the window with 
force, making me worry. When would the storm be 
over? Between each rolling wave I dared to look out of 
the small opening. I couldn’t see much through the 
spray. Just the glimmer of hope brought by the morning 
sun that could just be seen through a break in the 
clouds. 

Feel free to extend 
the description 

beyond my thoughts. 
I would love to read 
where this image 

takes you!



Lesson 3: 
https://www.the
national.academy

/year-
6/english/setting

-description-
lesson-3-

identifying-
features-year-6-
wk3-3#slide-1

A boy is walking on the pavement with a dentist. 
The boy is the dentist’s son, however, the dentist 

is not the boy’s father. Who is the dentist? 

https://www.thenational.academy/year-6/english/setting-description-lesson-3-identifying-features-year-6-wk3-3#slide-1


Lesson 3: Additional Task – Atmosphere 

Rewrite the passage filling in the missing words to create two different 
atmospheres.

1. Sad atmosphere
2. Joyful atmosphere 

Once you have had a go… there are some 
example answers on the next page. No 

sneaky peaking first though!



Example answers…



Lesson 4: Figurative Language https://www.thena
tional.academy/yea

r-
6/english/setting-
description-lesson-

4-figurative-
language-year-6-

wk3-4

Which animal can jump higher than 
a house? 

https://www.thenational.academy/year-6/english/setting-description-lesson-4-figurative-language-year-6-wk3-4


Lesson 4: Additional Task

Today, Mr Fozzard set you a longer task to use figurative language sentences to describe one of the 
settings in the pictures. I have included the four images on the next page so you are able to look 
back to them easily. 

Please choose one image – this will be the one that you will write your description about 
tomorrow. 

Write descriptive figurative language sentences to describe the scene. 

It is important that you watch Mr Fozzard’s video carefully as he teaches you what figurative 
language choices you can make. 

There are no additional tasks for today. 





Lesson 5: Writing a Description https://www.thena
tional.academy/yea

r-
6/english/setting-
description-lesson-
5-describing-a-
setting-year-6-

wk3-5

SPELLING TEST 
TODAY…Write your 

spellings in your book. 
Write your score next to 
them and include it in 
your email pictures. 

What question can I ask which can 
never honestly be answered with a 

yes

https://www.thenational.academy/year-6/english/setting-description-lesson-5-describing-a-setting-year-6-wk3-5


Lesson 5: Task set by Mr Fozzard

Use your knowledge from this weeks lessons 
to write a setting description of one of the 
images you have been given.

This is an extended piece of writing so should 
be two to three paragraphs long. 

Please edit your writing once you have 
finished and ensure that basic punctuation 
and grammar is correct. 

We look forward to reading them. 


